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Jenny Tuck 

Over a twenty five year career in management, pubic relations, sales and marketing, training 

and development, education, Jenny has developed a wide range of highly effective people 

skills. 

Jenny currently is an associate of Marshman Consulting Group working with the general 

public, the private sector and the Adelaide Institute of TAFE, specialising in personal 

leadership, interpersonal community skills, self-directed work teams, and self-

empowerment. 

Jenny actively devotes her time to and is a Board Member of the Youth Opportunities 

Association of SA, Mentoring, Fundraising and presenting programmes with groups of 

disadvantaged young people seeking a chance for entry into the work place. 

Her successful career in the business world has led her to focussing exclusively on the 

production, marketing and presentation of courses, programs and seminars here in South 

Australia and interstate. 

Throughout her career Jenny has successfully held positions such as SA Sales Manager, 

National Promotions Manager, National Telemarketing Manager, and National Training and 

Development Manager in two large corporations each with 300-plus employees. 

A great deal of Jenny’s success is attributed to her skills in the area of self-empowerment. 

Jenny is a powerful, effective leader and presenter with strategic planning and goal 

attainment abilities.  Her experience of many businesses, and her ability to communicate 

with people at all levels, makes her a highly adaptable person on any team. 

In 1992, the Adelaide Institute of TAFE agreed to trial the Self Motivated Success - Personal 

Leadership Program written by Peter Marshman with Jenny as the presenter.  The results 

have been exceptional, with both students and staff alike, reporting tremendous shifts in 

student attitude, focus, enthusiasm, confidence and outcomes.  Currently TAFE is also 

enjoying further benefits with the follow-up program Communication Skills for the Modern 

Leader with Jenny presenting. 

Jenny has been involved in the development and training of Self Motivated Success and 

communications within businesses, the Adelaide Institute of TAFE and with the general 

public for a total of some 18 years. 

Through extensive study, research of human potential and commitment to her own 

personal and professional growth, Jenny has gained much valuable insight and successful 

experience of the subject matter and delivery methods relating to these programmes. 

 



Comments from TAFE Management: 

“Getting great results for us, I am encouraging more students to attend Jenny’s groups.” 

Sandy McClure, Education Manager, Centre for Tourism Studies. 

“The results are excellent, I thoroughly recommend Jenny Tuck and the course.” 

Ian Jackson, Principal Lecturer, Centre for Tourism Studies, Adelaide Institute of TAFE SA 

 

Young people report enjoying Jenny’s information professionalism and commitment to their 

learning. 

Comments from TAFE students: 

“Never have I been more aware that I am in total control of my future.” 

“I am much more confident now in the Diploma I am studying.” 

“It offers so much for students preparing for their future.” 

“Jenny is an excellent lecturer, very enthusiastic about her subject, she ensures her 

students get the most out of the course.” 

“Jenny respected us and our opinions.” 

“One of the best electives introduced by TAFE - brilliant.” 

“I am achieving things now that I had only dreamed about before.” 

“I’ve improved my relationships - my life is less tense.” 

“I feel confident and positive with people.” 
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